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A necessary and suffic ient condition is given that a subgroup of a n F.gruup C be definab le by I hc 
vanishing of an additive characler on C. 

1. An F-group is an abstract group glven by a 
presentation of the form 

where Yi=AiB;A j 'B j '. Here mi is a rational integer 
~ 2, s ~ 0, t ~ 0, and s + t + g > 0. The consid e ration 
of F-groups ar ises naturally in the s tudy of di sco n
tinuous groups, s ince it is known that exce pt for cer
tain trivial exceptions eve ry Fuchsian group is an 
F-group when considered as an abstract group and 
that, conve rsely, e ve ry F-group has a faithful 
represe ntation as a Fuchsian group. 

If G is a group, an additive character on G is any 
homomorphi sm X of G into the additive group of th e 
complex numbers. That is, X(Xy) = X(X) + X(y), for 
X and Y in G. By a character subgroup of G we mean 
any subgroup H of G s uc h that H is the kernel of some 
nontrivial add iti ve character on G. Othe rwi se s tated, 
there exists a nontrivial c haracter X on G such that 

I H = {XEG I X(X)= O} . 
Henceforth G will denote an F-group, ~ the normal 

closure in G of E 1 , •• • , Es , and G' the commutator 
subgroup of G. 

The purpose of th is note is to prove the following 
theorem s. 

THEOREM 1: A subgroup H of G is a character 
subgroup ofG if and onLy ifH is normal in G, ILJG'~, 
and G/H has no elements of finite order. 

THEOREM 2: A subgroup H of G is contained in a 
character subgroup of G if and only if H . G' ~ is of 
infinite index in G. 

2. The essence of the proof of these theorems is 
contained in the two lemmas of this sec tion. 

LEMMA 1: G/ ~G' is a free abelian group on finitely 
many generators. 

PROOF: A simple calculation shows that G/~G' is 
isomorphi c to (G/~)/(G/~)' . (Th is holds for any normal 
subgroup ~ of G.) Suppose t ~ 1. Then eliminating 
the ge nerator PI from the presentation has the concomi
tant effect of removing the relation (TIYi)E, ... 
EsP1 •• • PI = 1. Thus G/~ is free of rank 2g+ t - 1 
and we can conclude that (G/~)/(G/~)' i s free abelian 
of rank 2g+ t - 1. 
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If t =0, then G/~ is a fundamentaJ group on 2g 
generators with the sole relation IIYi = 1, where 

i = 1 

Yi=YiLl. Hence G/~ is isomorphic to G* /N where G* 
is a free group of rank 2g on the generators 
Ai~, Bi~, 1 ~ i ~ g, and N is the normal closure in G* of o 
nY-i. Thus, (G/~)/(G/~)' IS iso morphic to 
1= 1 

(G*/N)/(G*/N)', which in turn is iso morphic to 
G*/NG*' . But N is contained in G*' a nd therefore 
G*/NG*' = G* /G*', a free abeli an group of rank 2g. 

LEMMA 2: Let G be a free abelian group of finite 
rank r and let H be a subgroup ofG such that G/H has 
no elements of finit e order. Then H is a character 
subgroup of G. 

PROOF: Since H is a subgroup of G, H is a free 
abelian group of rank s ~ r. Suppose that 

The n there is an s X r rational integral matrix A suc h 
that h = Ag, w here 

g= [ ~I], h=[ ~I] . 
g,. hs 

Let U be any s X s unimodular rational integral matrix 
and V any r X r unimodular rational integral matrix. 
The n the ele me nts of the vector Uh are generato rs of 
H, th e elements of the vec tor Vg are generators of 
G, and 

Uh=UAV- I. Vg' 

Choose U and V so that UAV-I is in Smith Normal 
Form. Then we can write 

[ gi ] 
Vg= :* ' 

g,. 

with hi = migi, for some positive integer m;(1 ~ i ~ s). 
Since migiEH and G/H contains no eleme nts of finite 
order, it follows that giEH and hence that m; 
= 1(1 ~ i ~ s). That is, hi = gi, for 1 ~ i ~ s. 



The desired character X may now be de fined as 
follows. Choose X(g'f) = 0 for 1 ,;;; i ,;;; sand 
x(gi+J)' ... , X(g;') linearly independent over the 
rational numbers. It is clear that X(X) = 0 for XEH. 
Furthermore, suppose that XEG and that X(X) = O. 
Writing 

with rational integral Ci, we find that 

= CS+1 X(gi+ 1) +. . + c,x(gn = O. 

Since X(g:+,), .. . , X(g;') are linearly independent 
over the rationals, c-,+ ,= ... =CI'=O and XEH. 
Thus H is a character subgroup of G. 

3. We are now in a position to prove Theorems 1 and 
2. 

Proof of Theorem 1. Suppose H is a normal sub
group of G such that H~G'6. and GIH has no elements 
of finite order. Then (GIG' 6.)/(H/G' 6.) == GI H has 
no elements of finite order. By Lemma 1, GIG'6. 
is a free abelian group, and therefore, by Le mma 2, 
H IG' 6. is a character subgroup of GIG' 6.. The 
character in question on GIG'6. can be extended to a 
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character on G in an obvious way, and it is clear that 
H is a character subgroup of G. 

Conversely, suppose that H is the c haracter sub
group of G corresponding to the nontrivial charact er 
X. Clearly H is normal in G and H ~ G' 6.. Suppose 
XEG and X"EH for so me pos itive integer n. Then 
X(X") = nx(X) = 0 so that X(X) = 0, and X EH. Thus 
GI H has no elements of finite order, and the proof of 
Theorem 1 is complete. 

Proof of Theorem 2. Suppose H is a subgroup of 
G such that HG' 6. is of infinite index in G. Since 
[GIG'6. : HG' 6.IG' 6.] = [G: HG'6.], we conclude that 
HG' 6.IG' 6. is of infinite index in the free abelian 
group GIG' 6.. Hence HG' 6.IG' 6. is a free abelian 
group on strictly fewer generators than the number 
of generators of GIG' 6.. A simple calculation in
volving linear equations shows that there is a nontrivial 
character on GIG' 6. which vanishes on HG' 6.IG' 6.. 
Extending to a character on G, we obtain a nontrivial 
character on G which vanishes on HG'6. and afortiori 
on H. 

Conversely, if H is a subgroup of C such that a 
nontrivial character X vanishes on H, then HC' 6. 
is of infinite index in C. For choose XEC such that 
X(X) oF O. Then X(Xn) = nx(X) oF 0, (n = 1, 2, 3, .. _), 
so that X"¢ HG'6.. This completes the proof. 
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